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Congestion is the main transport problem of many large cities all over the world. In some 

developing countries, heterogeneous traffic is an operational problem for traffic congestion. 

Freight transport widely contributes to urban road congestion because of the dimensions of 

freight vehicles and because of double parking for deliveries. 
 

Strategies proposed by the City Logistics cluster for mitigating congestion are the following: 

off peak hour deliveries, a larger use of non road transport, urban logistics terminals and 

consolidation. Other solutions can be found from cluster 2 (Transport infrastructure) and 

cluster 5 (Network management). 
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Most large cities are located on a navigable river and 

have railroad infrastructure. Theses two ways of 

transportation are mainly used for heavy flows like 

building materials, dry and liquid bulk. To relieve 

congestion on the road network, it is important that these 

flows stay on these modes and are not transferred on the 

road as it is sometimes the case. Rail freight, due to its 

impacts, cost and lack of available infrastructure capacity 

because of a growing passenger rail traffic, has been 

ousted of cities. To operate in cities again, it would require 

dedicated logistics facilities (tracks, sidings, yards) that 

are space consuming and very expensive.  

 

In some cases, however, it is possible to transfer goods 

traditionally carried by road on rail or waterways: here are 

a few experiences.  

Franprix barge in Paris 
Image source: Morganti 
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Examples of use of waterways:  
Lafarge for building materials in Paris (FR). 

Franprix (a large retailer) supplies 80 stores in 

Paris, using barges on 20 km to the center of 

Paris and diesel trucks for final delivery. 

The “Beer boat” for beverage delivery in 

Utrecht (NL) see photo. 

Freight delivery in Utrecht (CIVITAS) 

The main objectives of a larger use of waterways or rail for urban freight are to reduce 

congestion, atmospheric pollution and noise resulting from trucks. The costs may be high, if 

available infrastructure does not  exist and, furthermore, the use of non road-based means 

generally implies additional transhipments and a lack of flexibility.   
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Example of use of heavy rail:  
Monoprix, a French retailer, is supplying 90 

supermarkets in Paris by train, from an 

intermodal terminal located 35 km South of 

Paris to a rail terminal located within Paris 

(photo on the right: the rail terminal in Paris)  

Examples of use of light rail: 

“Cargotram” in Zurich (CH); Volkswagen 

factory in Dresden (D); “Tramfret” project in 

Paris (abandoned, France)  

(left photo: cargotram pilot test in 

Amsterdam 2009 – abandoned since then) 

Photo SNCF 

Photo Citycargo Return to course 
overview 


